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Natural Gas Properties Plugin

1. Plug-in name: Natural Gas Properties 2. Also a demonstration Plug-in on the website: 3. Changes
Parameters for all Material Streams 4. Compatible with DWSIM Version 5 5. Compatible with DWSIM

Version 6 6. Settings for the Natural Gas Property Plugin: 7. Settings for the Natural Gas Property
Plugin: This plugin calculates Sulfur Dioxide properties like Gas Permeability, Gas Saturation Porosity,

Porosity, Pore Volume, Permeability, Permeability X Productivity Ratio, Interfacial Area, Adsorption
Energy, Diffusion Coefficient, and Diffusion Coefficient X Productivity Ratio for the selected material
stream. You have to add multiple properties but I believe that this should be feasible. Sulfur Dioxide

Properties Plugin Description: 1. Plug-in name: Sulfur Dioxide Properties 2. Also a demonstration Plug-
in on the website: 3. Changes Parameters for all Material Streams 4. Compatible with DWSIM Version
5 5. Compatible with DWSIM Version 6 6. Settings for the Sulfur Dioxide Property Plugin: 7. Settings

for the Sulfur Dioxide Property Plugin: This plugin calculates properties for two components of Gases,
Nitrogen and Carbon Dioxide, for the selected material stream. You have to add multiple properties
but I believe that this should be feasible. Components of Gases Plugin Description: 1. Plug-in name:
Components of Gases Plugin 2. Also a demonstration Plug-in on the website: 3. Changes Parameters
for all Material Streams 4. Compatible with DWSIM Version 5 5. Compatible with DWSIM Version 6 6.
Settings for the Components of Gases Plugin: 7. Settings for the Components of Gases Plugin: This

plugin calculates properties for Methane, Ethane, and Ethylene components of Gas. These
components of Gases are calculated for the selected material stream. You have to add multiple

properties but I believe that this should be feasible. Components of Gas Plugin Description: 1. Plug-in
name: Components of Gas Plugin 2. Also a demonstration Plug-in on the website: 3. Changes

Parameters for all Material Streams 4. Compatible with DWSIM Version 5 5. Compatible with DWSIM
Version 6 6. Settings for the

Natural Gas Properties Plugin

The plugin calculates Natural Gas properties like Molar Weight, Specific Gravity, Compressibility
Factor, Mass/Molar/Volumetric Higher and Lower Heating Value, Wobbe Index, Water Content, Water
Dew Point (Ideal) and Hydrocarbon Dew Point for the selected material stream. =============
=========================================================== 1.
Requirements and Installation: The plugin can be installed by downloading the zip package from the

download link below. You can either unzip the package to any folder or right click on the package
and select Extract All. Download link: or 2. Program usage: Plugins installation creates a directory
c:\Tridion\plugin atural_gas_properties. 3. On the TDM Dashboard go to the Configuration Settings
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Menu and select Plugins and then select the natural_gas_properties plugin. 4. In the ‘Configuration
Settings Window’ go to ‘Edit Options’ tab. 5. The ‘Properties’ tab allows you to define the options for
the plugin. Define options as Tabs and check/uncheck the options as you wish. =============
========================================================= On
the TDM Dashboard go to the Configuration Settings Menu and select Plugins and then select the

natural_gas_properties plugin. Plugin installation creates a directory c:\Tridion\plugin
atural_gas_properties. plugins>select natural_gas_properties Plugins installation creates a directory

c:\Tridion\plugin atural_gas_properties. Plugins>select natural_gas_properties Select Natural Gas
Properties for Property stream DCW in the Materials List Widget ======================

================================================ On the TDM
Dashboard go to the Configuration Settings Menu and select Plugins and then select the

natural_gas_properties plugin. Plugin installation creates a directory c:\Tridion\plugin
atural_gas_properties. Plugins>select natural_gas_properties Select Natural Gas Properties for

Property stream DVB in the Materials List Widget ===============================
======================================= On the TDM Dashboard go to the
Configuration Settings Menu and select Plugins and then select the natural_gas_properties plugin.
Plugin installation creates a directory c:\Tridion\plugin atural_gas_properties. Plugins b7e8fdf5c8
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Natural Gas Properties Plugin [32|64bit]

The Natural Gas Properties Plugin is a free plugin for DWSIM (Version 10 and newer) and a custom
property calculator plugin for DWSIM versions prior to 10. The Natural Gas Properties Plugin allows
the user to add custom properties to the DWSIM data set that will be used to calculate and display
Natural Gas properties such as Molar Weight, Specific Gravity, Compressibility Factor,
Mass/Molar/Volumetric Higher and Lower Heating Value, Wobbe Index, Water Content, Water Dew
Point (Ideal) and Hydrocarbon Dew Point for the selected material stream. Natural Gas properties
that can be calculated with this plugin are shown in Table 1 below. Table 1: Natural Gas Properties
Calculated with the Natural Gas Properties Plugin Property Description Molar Weight a measure of
the chemical nature of a material. Molar Volume Calculated from Compressibility Factor a geometric
measure. Specific Gravity a measure of the density of a material. Inertia a measure of the tendency
of the material to hold a fixed shape. Caloric Capacity a measure of the internal energy of the
material. Absorption Coefficient a measure of the surface area a material absorbs. Heat of
Vaporization a measure of the energy required to transform a material from solid to vapor. Lower
Heating Value a measure of the energy required to change the state of a material from solid to
liquid. Critical Temperature a point at which a material will change from liquid to vapor. Thermal
Conductivity a measure of how easily the molecules in a material exchange heat with each other.
Gasification Coefficient a measure of the amount of energy required to convert the material into its
components. Molar Volumes Properties Calculated with this Plugin are: Molar Mass Calculated from
Molar Volume and Molar Weight. Molar Volume Calculated from Molar Weight and Molar Volume.
Molar Weight Calculated from Molar Volume and Molar Weight. Gas Density Calculated from Molar
Volume. Gas Viscosity Calculated from Molar Volume and Molar Weight. Gaseous Distillation
Properties Calculated with this Plugin are: Gaseous Density Calculated from Gas Density. Gaseous K
Factor Calculated from Gaseous Distillation Properties, Molar Weight and Molar Volume. Gaseous
Pressure Calculated from Gas Density and Gas Viscosity. Specific Gravity Calculated from Gas
Density. Vapor Phase Properties

What's New in the Natural Gas Properties Plugin?

Two new properties, “Natural Gas Properties” and “Natural Gas Properties” have been added to the
DWSIM control room. These new properties contain information for Natural Gas properties and their
volume and mass, regardless of the phase of the stream. On the Primitive Properties page of a
Material Stream, the new properties will appear under the “Natural Gas Properties” section. Also, two
new properties, “Natural Gas Source” and “Natural Gas Source” have been added to the Material
Source Dictionary. These new properties will appear in the system under the “Natural Gas Source”
section of the dictionary. In addition, the Natural Gas Properties in a “Material Stream” will be
summarized in the Summary tab of the Stream Properties Summary window. The information is
based on Ph. Ellis and R. W. Ellmers, Handbook of Liquefied Natural Gas Properties, AIP, 1991, pages
117-134 and pages 78-85. Plugin Features: – The plugin calculates all properties discussed in the
book and calculates properties not included in the book. – All properties are available for both liquid
and vapor streams. – Currently it calculates only the properties of vapor phase. – The properties are
stored in the system. – The properties of a material can be chosen based on boiling temperatures. –
The properties of a material stream can be chosen either based on standard pressure or vapor
pressure. – The properties of a material source can be selected. – Currently the properties calculation
is based on liquid-vapor equilibrium. – Vapor properties are estimated based on liquid properties
only. – A small file is generated and then you can add it to DWSIM – The properties are calculated
with the help of the properties calculation engine and the default calculator used is the CES-REV
MACROS package. – If the version of the plugin is less than 3, the plugin checks if either the
functions, physical properties and chemical properties packages are installed. If not it will install
them. Plugin Installation: To install the plugin, first install the “CES-REV MACROS” package. Once this
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is installed, copy the plugin into the plugins directory of DWSIM and then load the file “Win_all.exe”.
To uninstall, only the plugin name must be deleted from the plugins directory. Plugin Installation
Notes: The order in which the packages are loaded has to
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System Requirements For Natural Gas Properties Plugin:

Windows 98SE, XP, 2000, ME, Vista Mac OS X 10.3 Linux Mac OS X 10.4 and 10.5 (non-Intel)
S/370/390 PS/2 IBM compatible USB keyboard 1.3 Megapixel Monitor (4:3 ratio, 16:9 format) Frame
buffer of at least 256k. If you are using the SVGA output, it should be at least 512k. Screen size of at
least 640x480, but is recommended
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